Pattern is a special kind of data which is created through various data mining techniques and stored in the pattern warehouse through a specialised pattern warehouse management system (PWMS). Pattern warehouse provides the infrastructure for making the pattern persists. This work presents an elementary view of pattern retrieval by taking issues regarding applicability of classification technique. We are seeing the feasibility of the classification in pattern retrieval and trying to bring attention to probable issues and challenges behind the physical implementation of this concept. So far, no emphasis has been posed for developing an overall classification system for pattern retrieval. This paper also presents a vector-based schema of a classifier for association kinds of patterns. The attention is given on every possible parameter of patterns, including size and measures. The characteristic of dataset like density, sparseness, and size of transaction are included in discussion to develop efficient classifier.
Introduction
Nowadays, many applications are generating huge volumes of data . Many techniques have been developed to extract knowledge, especially in the context of data mining. The results of such operations are abstract and compact representations of the original data, which called patterns (Catania et al., 2004) . The pattern gives the semantic representation of raw data. The volume of extracting patterns through various knowledge discovery applications is increasing rapidly, so there is a need for effective and efficient pattern management system (Fernández et al., 2011; Mohammad et al., 2009) . Patterns can come from clustering, association rules, classification, probabilistic rules and many other ways. Moreover, patterns can be found in images, signals, texts and music and of course in the World Wide Web (Barbara and Anna, 2005) . These kinds of patterns are stored in the pattern warehouse through PBMS (pattern base management system) (Catania et al., 2004; Jaesoon et al., 2002; Manolis et al., 2007) . The pattern warehouse concept is very new; even we do not have established logical architecture. The retrieval of the patterns from pattern warehouse never been discussed before. In this paper, I tried to bring the attention on pattern retrieval and present the possibility to apply data mining techniques (limited to classification). I pointed out possible problems which may appear. The solution of the problems and other issues are open for researchers as future work. There are no tools or systems that are designed to deal exclusively with pattern retrieval. All current technologies just try to extend the existing query system to get patterns, but this is not effective because of the special characteristics of patterns and its diversity (Evangelos and Irene, 2005; Rizzi et al., 2003; Rizzi, 2004 ). An efficient pattern retrieval system should have raw data to pattern and vice versa mapping (Zdenka, 2012) . Pattern retrieval can be improved through applying data mining techniques itself. The problem of the pattern's diversity and complex structure can be solved by grouping relevant patterns. It is called classification of patterns. Classification is one of the powerful data mining techniques. This task is not easy because patterns are semantically rich and have different and specialised structure. The main issue of this paper is revealing the difficulties with classification of association type patterns in the context of pattern retrieval. Association rule mining is a popular method for discovering interesting relations between variables in large databases (Tiwari et al., 2010) . Patterns can be a set of association rules discovered from databases using different measures of interestingness (Riccardo et al., 2011) . The objectives of this paper are to discuss the concept of pattern management, benefit of pattern classification in context of retrieval and discuss the problems and challenges with pattern classification. The only aim is to point out the problems which may occur in applying data mining techniques for pattern retrieval on pattern warehouse rather than generating patterns itself. For simplicity, research work revolves around the challenges with the classification of association type patterns.
Section 2 covers the recent work carried out by researchers. Section 3 describes the concept of pattern warehouse and basic of pattern retrieval background. Section 4 presents an elementary view of pattern retrieval through classification. Section 5 describes probable challenges, problems and other related issues behind the applicability of the classification technique for pattern retrieval. Section 6 covers up side of the classification for pattern retrieval. The entire presented concept is theoretical and evolution of underlying technology is in beginning stage.
Literature survey
There are mainly two streams of research being pursued by researchers. The first group is focused around PANDA project (Manolis and Vassiliadis, 2003) which forced to develop a separate dedicated system to manage patterns and support their specific operations. Second line of the group tries to extend existing traditional data management system to accommodate patterns. The presented work supports PANDA project and covers issues regarding pattern retrieval. The following section describes a short survey regarding pattern managements and its issues. Bartolini et al. (2003) claimed the first time that the concept of pattern is a good candidate for generic representation. They discussed the main issue related to pattern handling. The work presented preliminary discussion on pattern representation. They introduced and argued on the necessity of a separate and dedicated pattern management system. The work also outlined the architecture of PBMS. They have insisted on the use of dedicated pattern storage system by discussing a variety of patterns are available in huge amount nowadays. They introduced a new idea of non-volatile or persistent pattern. The presented work was very abstract and lacking to discuss the issues regarding implementation. They tried to extend SQL to retrieve the patterns, but it is not sufficient, especially semantically rich patterns. Several important implementation-specific issues still need to be investigated. The work has little emphasis on raw data behaviour and nature. Bartolini et al. (2004) presented a framework for comparing patterns. Patterns are grouped into two ways: patterns and complex pattern, i.e., patterns built up from other patterns. Similarity operation is valuable whenever patterns are extracted from different data sources using the same method and to know different behaviour of algorithm over a same dataset. They proposed the similarity operator, SIM, which has to take into account both the similarity between the patterns' structures and the similarity between the measures. They have formulised the similarity operator by taking simple patterns without considering the issues with complex patterns, i.e., how to reconcile the structure and making them comparable. The work also lacks to cover the working of aggregation function with respect to combined structure and measure similarity. There required a working example to be taken for better understanding. They also need to cover the applicability of these operators with respect to pattern retrieval. There are still several issues need to take into consideration for making pattern retrieval more feasible. Manolis et al. (2007) considered the modelling of language for querying patterns as a core issue. Specifically, (a) they formally defined the logical foundations and mapping that covers data, patterns and their intermediate mappings. They introduced predicates for comparing and query operators. They represented the fact to support that volume, diversity and complexity of pattern make their management by a DBMS like environment imperative. They explained that data to pattern and vice versa mapping is important, but they failed to offer any underlying mechanism to achieve. They say that the necessity to find out the relationship between patterns with respect to raw data, but they did not introduce any methods. The work does not cover important pattern retrieval part. They argued that query operators are more appropriate than data mining techniques for pattern retrieval but discussion is lacking to support this mythology. The work is required to discuss the actual way of pattern storage in pattern warehouse. There needs more detailed discussion about how generic data structure able to accommodate all kinds of patterns. There is discussion about bottleneck of existing database systems like relational databases, XML-based database with respect to pattern storage. The presented model only allows for designer to organise semantically similar patterns and can be subsequently queried. They offered an inefficient pointer-based mapping to relate the patterns.
Vassiliadis (2004) has introduced some important issues around pattern representation and their possible operations. A basic question is about the possibility of developing a generic schema that can cover a variety of patterns. The generic scheme gives the ability to represent any potential pattern within its expressive power. The generic schema allows to introducing various operations like to detect how similar is a set of association rules with respect to a decision tree. The operations can be various types such as similarity test, hypothesis testing, prediction of the future, and cross-over from patterns of data. A classification of operations was also suggested, involving data retrieval and pattern processing. The author has not introduced any logical modelling so that it can be implemented. He discussed issues regarding pattern representation only.
Problem formulation
In the recent evolution of database technology, patterns are being managed and maintained by pattern warehouse or pattern warehouse management system (PWMS) (Tiwari and Thakur, 2014a) . The evolution of database technology is depicted in Figure 1 . Pattern warehouse is a brand-new concept and little emphasis has been given till date. A pattern warehouse is as attractive as data warehouse as the main repository of an organisation's historical pattern and is optimised for on-demand reporting and analysis (Manolis and Vassiliadis, 2003; Mohammad et al., 2009) . By nature, patterns are not persistent. There is a need to execute pattern generating methods when patterns are required (Tiwari and Thakur, 2014a) . Pattern warehouse is a way to make the patterns persistent by storing them permanently. In this work, we try to bring the attention on pattern retrieval by incorporating existing data mining technique. Classification is one of the famous and tested data mining techniques. In this section, we are discussing various issues and challenges behind the applicability of classification in context of pattern retrieval. Pattern discovery system must be reliable and efficient for end-user point of view (Catania et al., 2004) . Pattern classification is not a single or independent process. It consists of mainly four parts:
• data to pattern conversion
• make patterns, persistent through pattern warehouse
• classify pattern in pattern warehouse
• query processing on classified pattern for result/knowledge retrieval. This work is carried out for discussing challenges with pattern classification only. For simplicity, association type patterns are taken into consideration. We have considered a transaction database (as shown in Table 1 (a)) for clear understanding of the presented concept. This transaction database is used throughout the paper as a base example. Patterns are generated through applying data mining techniques (association mining) on this transaction database and then patterns are stored in a pattern warehouse (Tiwari and Thakur, 2014b) . Table 2 represents an abstract view of pattern warehouse, which depicts the association rule patterns (Tiwari and Thakur, 2014b) . We are taking the view of the pattern warehouse as presented by Thakur (2014a, 2014b) in 2014. Table 2 contains four columns (Pid, P_Size, P-Conf and Pattern). The last column 'Pattern' represents the real frequent patterns which satisfied the measures like 'size' and 'confidence' as per column 2 and 3, respectively. Patterns with each value of measures (i.e., Size: 1-itemset, 2-itemset, 3-itemsets; confidence: 1, 2, 3, … m) are stored in pattern warehouse. For simplicity, Table 2 represents the association kinds of pattern with size (1, 2, 3) and confidence (2, 3). End users can access patterns with any combination of measures as per their need. Support count or frequency of itemset plays a major role in the association type pattern generation. Support counts of 1-itemset of the transaction database (Table 1(a)) are shown in Table 1 
The core issue of the presented work is the classification of pattern in pattern warehouse. The system requires many attributes for the classification to efficient grouping of data (Jeong et al., 2011; Srikant et al., 1997) . In this way, we have taken two attributes (size and confidence) in association rule type pattern warehouse as shown in Table 2 . In this work, we have taken some class label for attributes which are shown in Table 3 . Classification splits the patterns by selecting attributes with the highest information gain into class labels (Riccardo et al., 2011) . 
An elementary view: pattern retrieval through classification
Data mining (DM) techniques are used to get the knowledge from raw data. Is there any possibility to use data mining techniques itself for pattern retrieval? This research work tries to bring attention on the use of 'DM' techniques for pattern retrieval. We are trying to extend specifically classification to this end. This section discuses phenomenon of "selection of pattern in pattern warehouse: user point of view". End users are not technically sound person. He puts the questions and expects satisfactory results. Classification-based pattern retrieval system must be able to give customer's expected result by analysing his input. It means to say that a user query always contain such words that may help system for making feature vectors.
User query:
There, n-numbers of predicates can be extracted from 'Q'
Suppose, m-numbers of terms (features) can be derived from 'P'
These terms will be used in classification to group the similar patterns. These terms can be considered as explicit features or may extract other features. We are giving an elementary view of the concept "classification-based pattern retrieval in pattern warehouse" in this paper. Classification can be achieved basically in two frames: define classes and define feature vectors of those classes (Jeong et al., 2011) .
Schema of classifier:
The schema of classifier is defined by describing the names and features of all the classes one would like to identify. The features can be represented as:
In this feature space, each pattern (p) can be represented by a vector of the form:
where coefficient 'a i ' gives the value of the feature 'f i ' for pattern 'p'. A feature is any identifiable part of a pattern that distinguishes between classes. Finding appropriate features for each class is crucial. The accuracy of a classifier depends upon the features. ii Countable (Ex.: global data, domain data, scenario data)
Boolean features simply determine whether or not a feature occurred in the pattern, Counting features determine how often a feature was detected (Jeong et al., 2011) . There must be enough features to identify all kinds of pattern of a particular class. This causes a problem, if classes can only be described by very general features. A human expert is necessary. Ultimately, the expert must decide whether to include a proposed feature into a schema, change an existing feature's definition in order to make it more specific, delete a feature, or keep it. It is difficult to automate this task.
Problems and challenges
There are various issues and challenges associated with pattern classification. Following section points out those issues in details.
1 Development of a generalised pattern classification system is very hard to achieve because patterns are created through various techniques, especially in data mining (classification, clustering, association, etc.) (Barbara and Anna, 2005) . There is a complex process to store them in the pattern warehouse management system because these techniques generate patterns with a unique structure. Consider the patterns shown in Table 4 . It consists of patterns created through classification of data (Tiwari and Thakur, 2014a) . Here, our aim is to just show the structure of the pattern. Similarly, Table 2 represents the patterns and their structure created through association rules. Patterns are different in structure as shown in Tables 2 and 4 (Tiwari and Thakur, 2014a) . Because they are generated through different data mining techniques, so the system required unique and specialised pattern classification method for handling the individual kinds of patterns.
2 The pattern classification system must be able to identify any relationship between the size of the pattern (X-itemset) and cardinality of pattern warehouse in terms of 'X'. Suppose that pattern warehouse is denoted by 'T'. The cardinality of X-itemset is represented by: Card (T X ). Card (T X ) (cardinality of X-itemset) represents the total number of x-size itemsets. This consideration is irrespective of their confidence value. The value of Card (T X ) is shown in Table 5 . Suppose, N = 5 (I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 , I 5 ). Agrawal and Shrikant (1994) introduced the concept of candidate set (c) and frequent set (F). A candidate set of X-itemset is calculated as:
Frequent itemset is a subset of candidate itemset which satisfied the minimum confidence. Suppose, all the itemset satisfied minimum confidence then frequent set is same as candidate set.
Table 5
Values of cardinality 
5-Itemset
The class boundary value of the attribute 'confidence' is independent with respect to cardinality (Card(T X )). It varies according to the size of the pattern (x) only. Table 1 , the number of different item in T01 is 4, T02 is 4 and T03 is 3. So the cardinality of these transitions is represented as:
The system should then identify significant role of (T n(i) ) for classification of patterns.
5 Frequency of the pattern with specified structure and characteristics itself plays a major role in pattern classification. The structure represents the size of the pattern (x) and characteristic represents the measures like confidence (C).The frequency of pattern is denoted by (PF C X ).
where PF: Pattern frequency X: Size of patterns C: Measures (confidence).
Consider pattern warehouse shown in Table 2 . Transaction id P01 and P02 share same structure (size = 1) and characteristic (confidence = 3), so the PF 3 1 is 2 (P01 and P02). Similarly, PF 2 2 is 2 (P03 and P04) and PF 3 3 is 1 (P07). The system should identify the significant role of (PF C X ) for classification of patterns.
6 It will be difficult to consider size and confidence independently because they are mutually depend each other. By the experience, it has been seen that they are inversely proportional to each other. As the size of pattern increases its occurrence (frequency count) in the database decreases. This relationship must be formulised for deciding optimal class boundaries. This is a computationally expensive task. In conclusion, class boundary of attribute 'confidence' must be decided with the concern of pattern size.
7 There is a need to identify any possibility to define class boundaries for attribute 'confidence' in term of size (X) and distinct items (N).
8 It is required to consider both transaction database (Table 1(a)) and frequency count of individual size items (Table 1(b)) for optimal class boundary calculation. It will be ineffective to consider them separately.
9 The classification system should be able to identify the class boundary of attributes by giving only items and their frequency count.
10 There is a need to identify the number of transitions in the database that can play a significant role in deciding the class boundary of attribute confidence.
11 There is a need to identify the number of items in each transaction that can play a significant role in deciding the class boundary of attribute confidence.
12 There is a pattern of size N-itemset. The system must able to formulised class boundary in term of 'N'.
13 How to calculate border line between two neighbouring regions of different classes which is known as decision boundary (Barbara and Anna, 2005; Vazirgiannis et al., 2003) .
14 Finding optimal test condition is computationally expensive (Jeong et al., 2011) .
15 What kind of parameters needs to be considered in deciding the class boundary for attribute 'size'?
16 What kind of parameters needs to be considered in deciding the class boundary for the attribute 'confidence'?
17 Class boundary updation: Once the class boundary is calculated, perform the classification on pattern warehouse accordingly. Classification accuracy is based on boundary values of class which is not static. There is a need to recalculate the boundary as the new patterns arrived in the pattern warehouse (Michael, 2010; Tiwari and Thakur, 2014b) . The pattern does not necessarily stay in the same category. Movement from one category to another based upon updation is possible. This implies that new class boundary required to calculate and do classification again (Fernández et al., 2011) . At this stage, system requires clear policies to overcome this problem.
18 On-Demand classification: Classification of patterns can itself categorised into two categories (classification beforehand and on-demand). All the discussion on the above said points are concerned with beforehand classification. Beforehand classification focuses on the predictive ability of a model rather than how fast it takes to classify or build models. On-demand classification is less overhead, but increase overall response time. In this case, the boundary value of classes is directly given by front-end users. So the accuracy of classification depends upon the experience and skill of end users. On-demand classification is not robust and reliable because it does not have any concern with transaction database and pattern warehouse data quality or characteristics. On-demand classification is basically suitable where it is difficult or highly costly to analyse the characteristic and quality of underlying database (Batra, 2005) . On-demand classification is best suitable in the situation where the underlying data warehouse is absent, only patterns are available in pattern warehouse. Suitable where data are integrated on the fly for making patterns, i.e., data are treated as a volatile way (Michael, 2010) . It is suitable in the case where the data warehouse is too much complex, very expensive and time consuming to analyse that.
19 The visualisation of patterns is still missing in the research. The retrieval of pattern is one task and visualisation of patterns is another task so that patterns can be presented in a meaning full way. The visualisation of the patterns is very dependent on the domain of application and interest of the peoples. There are 'visual' operations that cannot really be expressed with SQL-like extensions (Vassiliadis, 2004) .
20 Indexing and synchronisation of pattern is an internal part of pattern warehousing that need to incorporate with retrieval methods to achieve more efficiency. Synchronisation with raw dataset gives the ability to deal with pattern refreshment. An automatic pattern refreshment engine is required to make pattern fresh as per raw dataset (Barbara, 2008) .
21 There is necessity to define calculus and algebra for patterns.
22 The deeper knowledge may be extracted by combining different types of patterns, for example, transitivity among association rule patterns likely to be considered as join (Barbara, 2008) .
Significance of work (pattern classification)
The world is rich of data but poor of information. This gap can be reduced by effective and efficient use of patterns. The patterns are stored permanently and make available for ready to use through pattern warehouse. But, pattern retrieval is not easy as data retrieval by using SQL type languages. Classification is a data mining techniques which is proposed to use in pattern retrieval in this work. The proposed classification can be performed according "how often it needs to be accessed". This tends to optimise pattern storage system for multiple purposes (technical, administrative, legal and economic). Normally, pattern warehouses are much smaller than associating data warehouse. So, the pattern classification is more effective for critical applications. The purpose of pattern classification is only categorised the patterns in such a way that they can be retrieved efficiently. Classification encourages to categorise patterns in given criteria (Fernández et al., 2011) . For example, association patterns can be broken down according to its size, frequency, etc. A well-planned pattern classification system makes the essential pattern easy to find. In terms of resource (time and memory), pattern classification is less expensive than data classification. Validation of pattern classification is much simple because it works on pattern, which is already discovered and validated so it increases the ability to make more effective management and strategic decisions. It helps to cut efforts and cost associated with instant knowledge discovery (Jeong et al., 2011) . Once the pattern classification system is developed, then organisations are not under control of their most sensitive data. All strategic information can be accessed from pattern classes directly. Pattern classification makes the retrieval process more interactive and solves pattern over fitting problem. It also improves utilisation of existing storage system of PWMS by being able to get most effective patterns. Pattern classification reduces complexity of the query at the higher level and improves the efficiency of query through giving more relevant classes.
Conclusions
The research work has shown that, even if several proposals exist, but in terms of practical feasibility, to represent, retrieval patterns are still missing. In particular, knowledge retrieval operations related to the classification of patterns have not been considered at all. We have considered pattern retrieval is a part of the PWMS. The extension of SQL kind language is not efficient at all due to pattern's semantics and structure. This paper tries to represent possible challenges which may occur during pattern classification. This paper also describes the significance of pattern classification in context of retrieval. This work considers pattern classification and data classification separately. Work also try to point out that pattern with different techniques are very different in structure. This encourages us to develop a specialised pattern classification method for handling individual kinds of patterns. Therefore, a vector-based schema of a classifier is presented for associating different kinds of patterns. The attention is given on every possible parameter of patterns, including size and measures. The characteristic of dataset like density, sparseness, and size of transaction needs to be considered for developing better classifier. So many parameters are needed to consider for classification which depends on the underlying data warehouse. Research work also discussed pro and cons of on-demand pattern classification. Research work helps and guides to develop a pattern classification system in an effective and efficient way. A well-defined implementation of such classification system is needed to develop for validating all discussion.
